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meanings. Ritualized or used for practical purposes, tattoos have acknowledged rank and 
accomplishments, honoured ancestry and tribal roots, and identified slaves and prisoners. 
Beautification for purely aesthetic appeal and enjoyment are common. 

Tattoo artists have more to consider than mere design. A psychological bond between artist 
and recipient coalesce. Body shape, skin type, personality and pain tolerance interact as 
influential factors. Attuned to these intrinsic human dynamics yet task-focused, the artist 
skillfully and conscientiously applies ink. For tattoo artists Don Petersen, Corson Hayes, 
Derek Turcott and others, these artistic encounters often conclude with a feeling of loss 
when their associate and canvas walk out the door.

The chain mail constructions by Larissa Barlow defy gender bias. A government worker 
by day and a chain mail artist at night, Barlow has been twisting metal since 2015. Each 
piece is uniquely contemporary yet harkens to past eras. British archaeologists have 
discovered remnants of chain mail in Celtic graves dating back to 400 BC. Of common 
use throughout Europe and the Middle East, chain mail protected knights, cavalry and 
elite infantry units until the introduction of plate armour in the 14th century. Cultural 
differences influenced design but the technology was consistent in its ability to protect 
against piercing weaponry. Linkage, material, weave density and ring thickness were 
fundamental defensive considerations. While no longer employed on the battlefield, chain 
mail continues to shield select professionals, such as butchers and scuba divers. 

A craft form geared specifically for battle, the metaphoric association between Barlow’s 
present-day feminine accoutrements and traditional masculine associations is not lost 
on the viewer. Her Wonder Woman Dress, head coverings and shirts blend current fashion 
with armoured capabilities and a distinct declaration of power. Her wall hangings focus 
on iconic caricature and historic motifs that transcend generational lines and eras. As a 
flexible form of armour, Barlow’s present-day constructions are shrewdly contemplative 
and subtly satirical.

Eastern Slopes Grizzly Bears: Each One is 
Sacred
The second Bow Biennial exhibition features the work of Canmore artist Colleen Campbell. 
Eastern Slopes Grizzly Bears: Each One is Sacred combines Campbell’s 20-year career 
as a field biologist in Banff National Park with her lengthy career as an artist. Over an 
approximate ten-year period, Campbell and her associates tracked the patterns of bears 
along the eastern slopes of the Rockies. Recorded in striking renderings of graphite, 
watercolour and ink, her drawings detail the bears’ individuality and demonstrate the 
challenges they face in this increasingly high traffic corridor. Their vulnerability is 
forefront in the conservation efforts of federal and provincial park officials who continue 
to establish partnerships and associations as a means to effectively manage and 
encourage the health and survival of bears in the wild. The considerations are complex 
and challenging as increasingly land usage by bears and humans converges. Native 
biodiversity and regional ecosystems, combined with commercialism in the parks, are 
factors significant to the well-being of a viable bear population. 

“ Bears are individual, 
they have very  
different personalities 
and their lives play out 
in individual ways, 
just as do humans.  
They have much to 
teach us and deserve 
as much respect as 
we would accord 
to humans.”    

Colleen Campbell
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The Bow Biennial
October 21, 2017 to January 28, 2018 – Main Gallery

The 2017 Bow Biennial features two exhibitions On the Fringe of 
the Bow and Eastern Slopes Grizzly Bears: Each One is Sacred. 

 

On the Fringe of the Bow
On the Fringe of the Bow highlights a diverse and talented group 
of local artists whose art form, once considered subversive, is 
now on the fringe of mainstream society. The exhibition includes 
skateboard designs, tattoo art and three-dimensional chain 
mail constructions. There is an unconventional, spiritual and 
rebellious appeal to the exhibition where each work is infused 
with imagination, metaphor and wonder. Throughout, urban 
symbolism and historic connotations weave a narrative of 
fantasy, mythology and realism. 

Shredding first appeared in California in the 1950s where 
surfing morphed from waves to concrete on wooden boards 
maneuvered by roller skate wheels. However, it was not until 
the 1970s that the skateboard really came into its own. A 
combination of merging events inspired the trend, including 

the invention of urethane wheels, the timely first Del Mar, 
California slalom and freestyle contest and the invention of the 
now-legendary move, the Ollie. 

Skateboard design is one of the outcrops of the 1960s American 
pop-culture craze that stimulated the surrealist movement in 
hot-rod culture, graffiti, sci-fi punk music and underground comic 
books. Since then, skateboard deck art and design has exploded 
into a mainstream phenomenon.

A skateboarder since his youth, a confessed iconoclast and 
imagination junkie, Mark Carroll’s skateboard deck designs 
underpin his immense knowledge of skateboard culture and love 
for the sport. A master designer, his decks depict familiar cultural 
iconography, storybook and movie characters, and imagery 
mirrored in his own body tattoos. Time constraints precluded 
tracking down Mark’s own creations, thus for the exhibition, we 
have selected an array of boards from his personal collection of 
vintage and reissue skateboards.

In North America, tattoos are no longer limited to class or 
corruption, yet in many countries such as Vietnam they are still 
deemed illegal. While some civilizations have frowned upon the 
practice, throughout time its adornment has facilitated multiple 


